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The purpose of this study was to determine if the mental training technique of self-talk
would alter an athlete 's heart rate and the perception of exertion during a one-hour steady-state
runningtest. Twenty nine athletic male runners aged l8t055(37.9± 11.71) participate dinthis
study . The athletes were randomized into three groups : I) positive self-talk , 2) negative self-talk ,
and 3) control. Participants underwent a maximal oxygen uptake determination test (V02 max
test) and a steady-state running test which was 70% of their V02 max. In the later test ,
participants' heart rate was measured and their Borg 's Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE value)
was recorded after every five minutes . Participants in groups one and two attended a mental
training session and created their own positive and negative self-tal kstatements. Participants in
group 3 listened to a neutral documentary and completed a recall test after their run. There was
no significant physiological difference between the three groups during the maximal oxygen
uptake determination test (p = .627). The steady-state running test showed that there was no
physiological difference in their maximal heart rate (p > .05). However , there was a significant
difference of RPE value between the three groups (F (2. 26) = 6.346, P = .006). Tukey's HSD post
hoc test revealed that the positive self-talk group (1.89, ± .928) had significantly lower RPE
values than the negative group (4.60, ± 2.50, p =.005). Amongst a physiologically homogeneous
group, the results suggest that positive self-talk can increase the perfonnanc eofathletesby
concealing their awareness of feeling exerted.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Self-ta lk is a mental tra ining technique which has been applied and researc hedacross
severa l disciplines. It has been studied in various fie lds such as behavioura1m edicine,
educational psyc hology, health psychology and sport psycho logy. [nthe area of behav ioural
medici ne, it has been used for help ing reduce: psychological stress in surgical patients, distres s
duri ng chemothera py, catastro phizi ng cogni tion in children , dropo ut rate incardiacrehabilitation
programs, headaches (Brown, O'KeelTe, Sanders , & Baker, [986; Dahlquist, Gil, & Armstro ng,
1985; Lange r, Janis, & Wol fer, 1975; Scopp, 2003; Stetso n, Fromme lt, Boutelle, & Co le, 1995).
In the area of educatio nal psychology, self-talk has been used for help ingstudents :wi th
independ ent school assig nments , enhance their writ ing skills, use more elTort and improve their
classroo m performance , with emot ional or behavioral disord ers, cope with dys lexia (Ca llico tt &
Park, 2003; Mann ing, 1990; Singe r, 2008 ; So lley & Payne, 1992; Wolters, 1999). In the field of
health psychology, se lf-talk has helped in: avoidanceofalcoholbeverages (Birkimer, Druen,
Holland, & Zingman, 1996), smoking reduct ion (Kelly, Zuroff, Foa, & Gilbert, 20 10) and
motivating adults to be physicall y active (Gammage, Hardy, & Hall, 200 1; O'Brie n Cousins &
Gillis, 2005). Though self-talk has been applied in a variety of contexts, the majority 0 f
literature regardin g self-ta lk is in the field of sport psychology.
With regards to sport psychology, self-talk, when used in a positive manner, or positive
self-talk, has been shown to enhance perfo rmance in various studies (Chroni & Kourtesopo ulou,
2002 ; Ham ilton, Scott , & Mac Dougall, 200 7; Harvey, Van Raalte , & Brewer, 2002;
Hatzigeorgiadi s, Theodorakis , & Zourbanos, 2004; Hatzigeorgiadis , Zourbanos, Golts ios, &
Theodorakis, 2008; Johnston-O'Co nnor & Kirschen baum, 1986; Masciana, Van Raalte , Brewer,
Branton, & Coughlin, 2001; Rogerso n & Hrycaiko, 2002 ; Rushall, Hall, Roux, Sasseville , &
Rushall, 1988; Rushall & Shewchuk , 1989; Theodorakis , Chroni , Laparidis, Bebetsos, & Douma.
200 1; Van Raalte, et al., 1995).
Ontheotherhand,negativeself-talk,which has not been investigate dasextensivelyas
posi tive self-talk, has been shown to debilitate perfo rmance (Dagrou, Gauvin, & Halliwe ll, 1992;
Harvey, et aI., 2002; Hatzigeorgiad is & Biddle, 2008; Hatzigeorgiadi s, et aI., 2008; Van Raalte,
et aI., 1995; Wrisberg & Anshel , 1997). However, research has still not clearly determined how
self-talk influences the athlete's performance. For instance, is positive self-talk simply a
distracterso the athlete does not notice performancefatigue or does itaffect the athlete
physiologically by varying heart rate and thus impacting performance? There is a lack of
research which does not measure the athlete's heart rate or his perception of exertionwhileusing
1.2 Purpose of Study
The purpose of this thesis was to determi ne if the menta l training technique of self-talk
would alter an athlete ' s heart rate, and their perception of exertion . Investigating the effects of
self-talk may potentially expla in why this mental training technique is effective. The study may
also provide future research questions that may help examine the effects 0 foth ermentaltraining
techniq ues.
1.3 Research Questions
This research study focused on investigating the effect of self-talk on heart rate and
percept ion of exert ion among male runners. The study sought to investiga te the following
question s:
I . Will the type of self-talk have an influence on the athlete 's heart rate while runn ing?
2. Will the type of self-talk have an influence on the athlete 's perception ofexertion?
3. Will the type of self -talk create a discrepancy between the athlete 's physiological stress levels
(heart rate) and his perception of exert ion? For instance , can positive self-talk conce al the
athlete's awareness of feeling exerted ?
1.4 Significance of Study
It is important to determine if the use of the mental training technique , self-talk, will
lower physiological sym ptoms of stress. If the use of self-talk lowers physiolo gical sym ptoms of
stress, the findings will sugge st that athletes will be able to perform ata hig her intensity or
longer endurance. Moreo ver, the scientific evidence will be a strong incentive forcoachesto
train their athlete s about the use of self-talk and for athletes to leamthist echniqu e. The
scientific evidence can also contribute to the industry . The ability to control physiologica l stress
responses (heart rate) can lead to a decrease in anxiety , increase in effort , persi stence and overall
improve work performance.
1.5 Definitions
The following definitions will be used in this study.
Self-Talk. Self-talkcan: "(a)be verbalizations or statements addressed to the seIf; (b) be
multidimensional in nature ; (c) have interpretive elements association withthecontentof
statements employed; (d) be somewhat dynamic; and (e) serve at least two functions ; (i)
instructional and (ii)motivational,fortheathlete"(Hardy,2006,p.84).
Perceived exertion. Perceived exertion is defined as"the act of detecting and interpretin g
sensations arising from the body during physical exercise " (Noble & Robertson, p.4,1996).
VOl max . VOl max or maximum volume of oxygen, is defined as the greatest amount of oxygen
that can be used at the cellular level for the entire body. V0 2 max is measured in mllkg Imin
(Franklin, 1998).
1.6 Summary
The preceding chapter provided a brief overview of self-talk , the purpose of the study as
well as the research questions, the significance of the study, and provided the definitions.
Chapter 2 describes the review of literature on self-talk, and Borg's Rating of Perceived Exertion
(RPE). The review discusses each of the topics and research that overlap the constructs .
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Self-Talk Introduction
Self-talk is a mental training technique which has been studied usingquantitativeand
qualitat ive technique s and has been shown to be effective in a variet y of sport contexts (Chroni
& Kourte sopoulou, 2002; Dagrou , Gauv in, & Halliwell , 1992; Edward s, Tod, & McGuigan,
2008; J. Hardy , Hall, & Alexander, 2001 ; Harvey, Van Raalte, & Brewe r, 2002 ; Hatzigeorgi adis,
Theodoraki s, & Zo urbanos, 2004; Hatzigeorgiadis, Zourbano s, Goltsio s, & Theodorakis, 2008;
John ston-O 'Connor & Kirschenbaum, 1986 ; Landin & Hebert , 1999; Mascian a, Van Raalte,
Brewe r, Branton , & Coughlin , 200 1; Perkos , Theodorakis, & Chroni , 2002; Rogerson &
Hrycaiko, 2002; Rushall , Hall, Roux , Sasseville, & Rushall , 1988; Rushall & Shewchuk, 1989;
Theod orak is, Chroni, Laparidis, Bebetso s, & Douma, 200 1; Van Raalte & Brewer, 1994 ; Van
Raalte , et al ., 1995; Wrisberg & Ans hel, 1997) . As previously discus sed in Chapter I , self-talk
has also been used in a variety of other contexts such as behavio ura l medicine, educational
psycholo gy, and health psychol ogy . Forthepurposeofthis investigatio n, the aforementioned
topi cs are beyond the scope of the study and will receive no further attention . The purpose of this
review of litera ture is to investigate the effects o f self-ta lk on Rating of Perceived Exertion
(RPE) and heart rate among male runners in an attempt to determ ine if the effect is faci litative or
debilitat ive.For instance ,does sel f-taIk influenceanathlete' sperception of exertion or does it
cause some physiolog ical change s such as change in heart rat
An extensive literature review revealed a lack of research which explores the connect ion
between sel f-talk and percept ion of exertion . and self-talk and change of heart rate.
To investigate this topic. a literature review on self-talk examined the findings and the effects
that self-talk has had on athletes across various sports. The literature review is subdivided into
the following sections: definitions of self-talk. concepts.rnethods on isolating variab les to
examinev alid effects ofself-taIk, and finally unexpected findings that have arosefromstudying
self-talk. Since self-talk is not exclusively referred to as a mental training techn ique for
enhancing sport performance . several definitions of self-talk have been establi shed .
By exam ining different definitions . some insight may be provided as to how self-talk influen ces
and is perceived by the athlete.
2.1. 1 Definition
Self-talk does not have one specific definit ion. Based on the context and perception of
self-talk, several researchers have created their own self-talk definitions. Hardy (2006) gathered
the most prominent defin itions in the literature that define self-talk. He posited that self-talk can:
(a) be verbalizations or statements addressed to the self; (b) bemultidimensionalinnature; (c)
have interpretive elements associ ated with the content of statements employed; (d) be somewhat
dynamic ; and (e) serve at least two functions; (i) instructional and (iij motivational.for athlete s.
An important definiti on that was not mentioned in the article is one from Weinberg & Gould
(200 7). They statethat self-talk can also beapotential intemaldistracter. It can distract an
athlete from the task at hand or distract the athlete from other distracters. Another important
definition involves viewing self-talk as a dialogue (Hackfort & Schwenkrnezger, 1993).
Hackfort and Schwenkmezger stated that self-talk is a "dialogue (in which) the individual
interpre ts feeli ngs and perceptions, regulates and changes evaluations and convictions,andgives
himlherselfinstructionsand reinforcement" (p.355) . As there are many varied definitions for
sel f-talk, there are also several concepts which exp lain the etfects self-talk, The following
section will exp lore these conce pts .
2.1.2 Concepts of Understanding Self-Talk
A common area of self-talk, proposed as the vale nce dimension, surmises that self-talk
can be positive or negative (Hardy, 2006) . The review of literature revealed that the topic s
which have been exp lored in the valence dimen sion indicate that there are more studies which
investigated the etfects of positiv e self-ta lk than nega tive self -talk,and resear chers have
preferred to examine the self-talk atfects on individual sports instead of team sports. With
regard s to the former finding , perhap s researche rs believed that it would be more productive to
investigate method s, which facilitate performance, rather than investigatin g method s, which
debilitated performanc e. The later findin g could have resulted from the fact that it would be
easier to observe and record improved performance on individual sports (ie. golf)insteadofa
team sport (ie. football ). It is also eas ier to monitor and contro l self-talk usage on an individua l
With regards to the valence dimen sion , the positive self-talk staternentsarethosewhich,
praise and assist the athlete in focusing on the present task at hand (Moran , 1996). Positive self-
talk has been shown to enhance athletic performance in various sports such as : tenni s. golf,
sprinting (100 meter dash ), darts , hocke y, and swimming (Hatzigeorgiadis , Zo urbanos, Goltsio s,
& Theodorakis, 2008; Johnston -O'Conn or & Kirschenb aum, 1986; Mallett & Hanrahan , 1997 ;
Masciana, Van Raalte, Brewer , Branton, & Coughlin, 2001; Rogerson & Hrycaiko , 2002;
Rushall & Shewchuk, 1989). However , misuse of positive self-talk may not result in improved
performance or it may result in hinderin g the athlete. For instance, Van Raalte , et al., (2000),
found that 15 out of 18 tenni s players' positive self-talk was not related to the outcome of the
following poinl. It is important to note that the participants were only limited to using certain
kinds of self-talk in this study. Hence, the perceived quality and relevance of the statements are
essential. Self-talk should be brief, phonet ically simple, and should be matched withthetiming
of the task (Landin , 1994). Moreover , using self-talk too often can result indebilitative
performance which is termed "paralysis by analysis" (James Hardy, Hall, & Hardy, 2005).
Schmidt, (1982) explains that motor movement requires conscious thought. However , the
conscious thought of executin g a movement adds stress to the performance and can lead to
"paralysis by analysis".
On the oppo site side of the dimens ion is negative self-talk. This includes internalized
statements that critici ze the athlete . Negative self-talk may debilitate the athlete ' s performance
because it is irrational, produces anxiety, and is counterproductive (Moran, 1996;Theodorakis, et
al., 2000). The debilitating effects have been examined in sports such as: golf, middle-di stance
(2.5 miles) cross-country running, darts, tennis, and hockey (Harvey, Van Raalte, & Brewer,
2002; Hatzigeorgiadi s & Biddle , 2008 ; Van Raalte, et al., 1995; J. L. Van Raalte & Brewer ,
1994; Wrisberg & Anshel, 1997). Interestingly, some studies have shown negative self-talk to
enhance the performan ce of some people. This has occurred in tasks such as: performing logic
puzzles, performance on ergometer cycles, and competitive tennis (Goodhart, 1986; J. L. Van
Raalte, Cornelius, Hatten , & Brewer, 2000). For the first two referenced studie s, the researcher
prepared the self-talk statements. For the third study, the athletes createdtheir own statemen ts,
which were evaluated by the researchers using the Self-Talk and Gestures Rating Scale (STAGRS).
Furthermore. Van Raalte & Brewer (1994) assessed the use of overt self-tal k during a youth
competitive tennis match. They concluded that the match winners and losers used the same
amount of positive self-talk. However . the winners used less negative self-talk compared to the
losers . The authors of this study concluded that negative self-talk could moti vate tenni s players
and eventually concluded that the difference s between winners and losers accounted for how the
athletes responded to the self -talk statements. rather than howthe statemen t was generated. In
other word s, the manner in which the athlete perceive s the statement is more important than if
the statement is posit ive or negative .
In 200 I, Hard y, et al. , completed a qualitative study to determine why athlete s use self-talk
statements. The researchers concluded that se lf-talk serves two main purpo ses: motiv at ion and
instruction. Hatzigeorgiadis, et a1.,(2004) investigated these two cate gories with different sports
to further understand their eff ectiveness . It was found that instructional self-talk facili tated
performance s, which requ ired accuracy , fine motor movement, skill and timing. Their findin gs
for motivational self-talk indicated that it was facilitati ve for sportswhich require gross motor
skills. Research evidence supporting instructional self-talk has been found in skiing, accuracy
tasks : soccer kickin g and delivering a badminton serve, abasketball -shooting task. golf puttin g.
and water polo tasks requirin g precision (Harv ey, et a1.• 2002 ; Hatzigeor giadis, et al., 2004;
Rushall , et al., 1988; Theod orak is, et al., 200 1; Theod oraki s, et al., 2000). Research supporting
the effectiveness of motiv ation al sel f-talk has been found in studie son: sport climbin g, water
polo tasks requ iring power , push-up s (Chroni & Kourtesopoulou, 2002 ; Hatzi geor giadi s, et al .,
2004 ; Kolovelonis, Go udas, & Derrnitzaki , 20 11). Interestingl y, for gross motor task s such as
vertical jump and knee extensio n, equal improvements were found regard less of which self-talk
stra tegy was employed (Edwards , et aI., 2008; Theodorakis, et al., 2000) .
With regards to the effective ness of self-talk, Theodorakis, et al., (2000 ), sta ted that
practice is required for self-ta lk to be effective. They suggested that the athletes should become
familiar and comfortable with their specific self-statements before the effects are measured.
Furthermore, with regards to practice and frequency, Mahoney & Avener, (1977) have found a
positivecorrelationbetweensuccessfulathletesandthefi-equencytheyusedself-talk . In
additio n, Highlen & Bennett (1983) found that wrestlers who qual ified for Pan American Games
used more positive self-talk than those who did not qualify .
The next section will discuss methods researc hers used in order to maintain their research
validity. Maintaining the validity of studies regarding the effectiveness ofsel f-talko r anyother
mental trainin g techniques is difficult for two reasons. First, the researchers will never know or
be able to contro l the participant' sthoughts (Johnson, et al., 2004) . Hence, the partic ipant can
claim to be using self-talk but could be thinking of irrelevant thoughts . Second , assigned self-
talk statements will not produce the same effect for all athletes. Some mediating variables might
include personality traits and cultura l background . It is important to consider these challenges
when designi ng a self-talk study. The following subsec tion will discuss tactics researchers have
used in orde r to increase the validity of their findings on self-talk.
2.1.3 Methods of Isolating Variables to Examine the Effects ofSelf·Talk
In some studies, researc hers have assigned specific positive and negative seIf-talk
stateme nts to the athletes (Dagrou, et al., 1992; Landin & Hebert, 1999; Perkos, etal., 2002;
Theodorakis, et al., 2000; Van Raalte, et 31., 1995). The researchers used this method with an
intention to control the content of the self-talk statements that the participants wereusing.
Howeve r, these studies did not make some important considerations. First, each athlete may
perceivethesarneseif-talkstatementsdifferently. Second,the laboratory setting may be
unnatural to the athletes. The validity of the study may be increased if the setting simula tes the
athlete's perfo rmance environme nt. Rushall, et aI., (1988) stated that duri ng practice and
competition, the athletes will be in a natural setting and it is more Iikely that they will generate
their own self-talk stateme nts. Hence, these researchers allowed elite cross-co untry skiers to
create their own positive self-talk statements while performing outdoors. The researc hers found
thattheathlete 'sperformanceimprovedby3%when theathleteswerefreetocreate and use
their own self-talk statements compared to group that did not use any self-talk statements.
Furthermore , Theodorakis,et al.,(2000)alsoadvised that athletes should create self-ta lk
stateme nts, which work best for themselves .
Hardy (2006) explained that there is a differe nce if the athlete is allowed tocreatethe
self-talk statements or if it is assigned . Hardy stated that according to Deci & Ryan 's (1985)
Cogni tive Evaluation Theory, it can be inferred that self-created self-talk statements will have a
greater motivational effect. The Cognitive Evaluation Theory states that humans strive to feel
competent based on their own autonomy. Hence, self-talk statements, which are created by the
athletes, allow them to experie nce a higher level of autonomy, as the statements are more
personal to their motivation.
Another tactic to contro l the use of self-talk is to ensure that athletes use it overtly instead
of cove rtly. Only one study was discovered in which the researchers have measured the useof
self-ta lk in an overt manner (Van Raalte & Brewer, 1994). For this experi ment, the researchers
created a specific scale, the Self-Talk and Gestures Rating Scale (STAGRS) to measure overt
self-talk. Although this method confinned to the researchers the type of self-talk theathletes
were using, athletes were not always using overt statements during a real performance as it could
alter their natural breathing and interfere with their performance , MacKay (1992) outlined some
important differences between overt and covert self-talk ; in particular, there aremore variables to
consider with overt self-talk. In overt self-talk , one can alter the pitch and volume of the
statements . This could affect the tone of the statements and it might influence how the
statements are perceived . MacKay also stated that overt self-talk can impers onate another,
whereas this is not the case in covert self-talk. Though no study has been found which compare s
the effects of the two types of self-talk, there isa possibility of difference s dueto the variables
The previous section discussed how the use of certain methods of isolatingvariables
could influence the perception of self-talk statements . However ,itisalsoimportanttoconsider
other variable s, or mediators that could also affect the athlete 's perceptio nof self-talk . A
mediator that appears in the literature is self-efficacy and this topic will bebriefly described in
2.1.4 Self-talk and Self-efficacy
Self-efficacy is described as "beliefs in one 's capabilities to organize and execute the
courses of action required to produce given attainments" (Bandura, 1997,p.3). Bandurahasalso
stated that positive statements made can boost one's self efficacy in the task. Studies have
investigatedtherelationshipbetweenself-talkandself-efficacyandhaveindicated positive self-
talk is positively correlated with self-efficac y (James Hardy, et al., 2005; Landin & Hebert , 1999;
Weinber g, Grove, & Jackson, 1992). Self-e fficacy can also influence the duration, intensity of
an exercise or task (McAuley, Lox, Rudolph , & Travis, 1994). Hence, an athlete who has a high
level of self-efficacy believes that he/she has a strong Iikelihoodofaccompli shing a task. With
strong thoughts of accomplishing the task, aperson is likely to produce thoughts or self-talk
statements, which support accomplishing the particular task. Based on Bandura ' s definition , it
may be inferred that if one has a high level of self-efficacy for a task, the person is less likely to
engage in negative self-talk statements. Hence, it is possible that there is a reciprocal
relation ship between the type of self-talk and level of self-efficacy .
The literature review has revealed some important insight and consideration with regards to
using self-talk. The review provided some important points to consider when designing the
current experiment. First, from comparing the studies between assigned and self-created self-
talk statements, the literature provided rationale to use the latter method rather than the former.
Second, the athlete s in the current study were going to be runningona treadmill in a laboratory
environment. Since the task involves gross motor movement, the literature suggests that
motivational self-talk would be more effective than instructional . Third, a scale which measures
ass ist in understandin g the results. The scale would helpc onfirrn the findingi nth eliteratureif
motivational self-talk is positivel y correl ated with gross motor sport. Details of the Self-Talk
Scale are discussed in Methodology section. Fourth, the athletes will use their self-talk
statements covertly . Although overt self-talk offers more control, speaking over the treadmill
noise will likely hinder the athlete's performance
Though the literature shows patterns in which self-talk can be effective, the mechanism
of how self-talk helps athletes is unclear . For instance, Theodorakiset al., (2000) found that the
use of motivational self-talk helped enhance strength performance, however , they stated that the
underlying mechanism, whether a change in arousal (physiological)orachange in confidence
(psychological), remains uncertain. They suggested that future research is needed in this area to
help understand the mechanism of how self-talk enhances performance . A study by St Clair,
Gibson, & Foster (2007) explored a neurophysiological approach to explain how self-talk is
processed indifferent regions of the brain. However , the study did not conclude with any
suggestions (psychologically or physiologically) to explain the mechanism of how self-talk is
effective .
Rushall, et al., (1988), investigated if heart rate is one of the physio logicalmechanisms
that was inlluenced by self-talk. Theymeasuredtheheartratesofcrosscountryskiersina
repeated measures design. They found that performance and heart rate significantly increased
whentheathletesusedpositiveself-talkcomparedtothecontroltrialwhentheathletesweretold
to "ski normally" . Interestingly, the researchers stated that the partici pants were not aware of any
effort differentials between the trials . Unfortunately , this statement was not validated by using
any questionnaires or scales. It may have provided useful information if the researchers had used
a valid instrurnent to measure the athletes' perception of effort or exertion across the trials.
Areliableandvalidinstrumentthathasbeenextensivelyusedinexerciseexperimentsis
the Borg's Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) . The following section will discuss this
2.2 Borg's Rating of Perceived Exertion: Introduction
Borg 's Rating of Perceive d Exertion (RPE) is a widely used instrume nt tha t measures
perceived exertion during exercise (Bolgar, Baker, Goss, Nagle , & Robertson, 2010; Borg, 1973,
1982, 1998; Chen, Fan, & Moe, 2002 ; Pando lf, 1978) . Afte r investigating several studies, Nob le
& Robertson (1996) found that the scale correlates well with a varietyofphysio logicalmeasures,
such as: heart rate , ventilator drive and creatine . In a meta-analysis, Chen, et al ., (2002) stated
that the most common criterion physiological measures used in research on ratings of perceived
exertio n are: heart rate , blood lactate concentration and various measu res ofoxygenuptake
(%Y02max, Y02, ventilation, respiration rate) . Perceived exertion score has also been found to
be influenced by the changes occurri ng in the centra l nervous syste m duri ngprolonged
endurance exercise (Swart , et al., 2009). The followi ng section will discuss the validity of the
scale in rela tion to heart rate and othe r phys iologica l variab les.
2.2.1 Measurement of Physiological Variables
Borg's RPE scale was initia lly validated agains t heart rate (Borg, 1973, 1982; G. Borg &
Linderholm ,1970). Borg's validation yielded a corre lation of 0.85 between heart rate and the
scale in a study by Noble and Robertso n, (1996) . Since that time numerous other studies have
used RPE when heart rate was measured for exe rcise tasks such as : running on a treadmill,
skiing, cycling, one repetitio n maxi mum muscular strength (Astori no, Rohmann, & Firth, 2008;
Chaffin, Berg, Zuniga, & Hanumanthu, 2008 ; Oliver, Costa, Walsh, Laing, & Bilzon, 2009 ;
Scheiber, Krautgasser, Duvillard ,& MOiler, 2009)
Travlos & Marisi (1996) found that the correlation ofRPE and heart rate depended on the
individual's fitness levels. They found that highly-fit individuals perceived themselve s under
less exertion than did the group low in fitness. Furthermore , they noted a strongerrelationship
between RPE and heart rate and RPE and core temperature for the highly fit individuals than for
the less fit. These conditions lead to less variability in the results of their study. Hence. .a
methodofimprovingvalidityoftheresultsinthepresent studywouldbetouseregularrunners
who are physically fit.
Other Physiological Variables
Zeni, Hoffman, & Clifford (1996) found a correlation ofRPE and heart rate for a variety of
aerobic tasks as well as blood lactate levels. Withregardstobloodlactatelevels,Steed,Gaesser,
& Weltman (1994) concluded that RPE is a physiologically valid tool for prescribing exercise
intensit y when the intensity criterion is lactate threshold and/or blood Iactateconcentration. In a
meta analy sis by Chen, et al., (2002), the researchers concluded that the highest correlations
between ratings of perceived exert ion and various physiological criterion measures occur when
male participan ts are required to maximally exert themselves (%V0 2max), and when the
exercise task is unusual such as swimming while measuring heart rate and V02 (Chen, et al.,
2002). The followin g sect ion will discuss variables that have been found to influence a
participant 's percept ion of exertion.
2.2.2 External Variables Which Influence RPE
Variab les such as mood (Parfitt & Eston, 1995; Parfitt, Eston, & Connolly , 1996),
exercise history (Parfitt , et aI., 1996; Parti tt,Markland, & Holmes, 1994) and physiological
condition (Russell, 1997), may influence the relationship betweenr atin gs of perceived exertion
and physiological variab les of exercise intensity. Perception of exertion can also be influenced
by psychological variables such as the presence ofa competi tor (Wilmore,1968),exercise self.
efficacy (Rudo lph & McAuley, 1996) and monetary reward (Cabanac, 1986). It is likely that
theparticipant' sthoughtsonthesevariablesactasadistracter,whichinterferes with their
awarenessofexertion. For instance , if a competitor is present, the athlete could be focused on
delivering a strong performance to appear intimidating .
2.2,3 RPEand Self·Talk
A literature review revea led no studies that invest igated the effect of RPE when the
participants used any kind of self-talk (positive or negative) while perfonni ngan exercise task.
It appears that little , if any, knowledge exists on whether self-talk influencesanathlete'sscore
on Borg's RPE scale. This is important to investigate, since Borg's RPE has been correlated
with various physiological changes that occur to the athlete during physicalactivity. An
investigation into this matter may provide some insight into whether self-talk impacts RPE
scores and affects an athlete 's physio logy duri ng a performance.
The primary focus of this literature review on Borg' s RPE was to: (i) Confirm that heart
rate that has been correlated with RPE and hence several studies have measured performance of
heart rate and RPE together and (ii) Investigate research that hasstudied the effects of self-talk
on RPE and the correlation of self-talk and RPE. Insummary, a literature review revealed that
currently, there appears to be little or no research investigating if self-talk influences an athlete's
2.3 Summary
The review of literature on self-talk and RPE has revealed areas of research that have
been thoroughly investigated and some areas that still have some unanswered questions . For
instance, the majority of studies have shown posit ive self-talk to enhance performance and
negative self-talk has been correlated with debili tating performance in sport. In particular,
motivational self-talk has been shown to improve performance in gross motor sports and
instructional self-talk has been shown to facilitate performance s, which require fine motor
movements. However, there is a lack of physiological evidence to support any of the self-talk
findings such as heart rate. Although Borg' s RPE scale has been highly correlated with heart
rate, the effect of self-talk on an athlete's percept ion of exertion has notbeen explored .Sincelhe
review of literature revealed the validity of Borg' s scale to measurethelevel ofperceived
exertion among athletes durin g physical activity, it would be interestingtousethis scaleto
determine if the type of self- talk (pos itive or negative) influences the athlete 's perception of
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Runnin g Title: Concea ling Exertion with Self-talk
4.1 Abs tract
The purpo se of this study was to determin e if the mental training technique of self-talk
would alter an athlete's heart rate and the percept ion of exe rtion durin g a one-ho ur steady-sta te
runnin g test. Twe nty nine athletic male runners aged 18 to 55 (37.9, ± I 1.7) participated in this
study. The athletes were randomized into three gro ups: J) posi tive self-talk, 2) negative self-ta lk,
and 3) contro l. Participants underwent a maxi mal oxyge n uptake determin ation test (VOl max
test) and a steady-s tate running test which was 70% of their VOl max. In the latter test,
part icipants ' heart rate was measured and their Borg' s Rating of PerceivedExertion( RPEvalue)
was recorded afte r every five minut es. I'articipants in groups one and two attended a mental
training sess ion and created their own positiv e and negat ive self-talk statements. I'articip ants in
group 3 listened to a neut ral documentary and completed a recall test after their run . There was
no significant physiolo gical differenc e between the three groups during the maximal oxyge n
uptaked etermin ationtest(p = .627).The steady-staterunningtest showed that there was no
di fference in their maxim al heartrate (p > .05). IJowever,therewas a signifi cantdifferen ce of
RPE value between the three groups (F (1. 26) = 6.346, p = .006). Tukey's HSD post hoc test
revealed that the positive self-ta lk group( 1.89, ± .928) hadsignificantly(p=.005) lowe r RPE
values than the negative group (4.60. ± 2.50) . Amo ngst a phys iologically homoge neo usgroup,
the resul ts sugges t that posi tive self-talk can increase the performance endurance of athletes by
co ncea ling thei r aware ness of exe rtion.
Keyword s: trea dmill, mental tr aining, RI' E, V0 2 max, runn ing
4.2 Int r odu ction
Often a tennis player displays a positive or negative gesture (or form of ehatterto
themselves) afte r winning or losing. respectivel y, This internal chatter to oneself, or scif-talk,
has been assoe iated with various meanings sueh as dialoguing with onesclf (l laekfort&
Schwenkmezge r, 1993) or aeting as an internal distracter (Weinberg & Gould, 2007). In 2006,
lIardy gathered the most prominent literature definitions that deli ned self-talk. He suggested that
self-talkea n: "(a) bev erbalizationso rsta tementsaddressed to the self; (b) be multidimen sional
in nature; (e) have interpreti ve element s assoeiation with the eontent of statements employed; (d)
be somewhat dynamie; and (e) serve at least two funetions; (i) instructionaland (ii)
motivational , for the athlete" (p.84).
A common area of self-talk, the valence dimen sion, surmises that self-talk can be positive
or negative (ll ardy2006). On one side, positive self-talk are statementswhich praise and assist
the athlete in focusing on the present task at hand (Moran , 1996). Positive self-talk has been
shown to enhance athletic performance in various sports such as: tennis, golf, sprinting (100
meter dash), darts, hockey, and swimming (Il atzigeorgiadis, Zourbanos, Goltsios, &
Theodorakis, 2008; Johnston-O 'Connor & Kirschenbaum , 1986; Mallett & Hanrahan , 1997;
Masciana, Van Raalte, Brewer, Branton, & Coughlin, 2001; Rogerson & Hrycaiko, 2002;
Rushall & Shewchuk, 1989).
On the opposite side of the valence dimension isn egative self-taIk. This includes
internalized statements that criticize the athlete. Negative self-talk may debilitat e the athlete's
pcrformancebecause it is irrational, produces anxiety, and is counterproducti ve (Moran,1 996;
Theodorakis, Weinberg, Natsis, Douma, & Kazakas, 2000). The debilitating effec ts have been
exa mined in sports such as : golf, middl e-distance (2.5 miles) cross-country runnin g, darts, tenn is,
and hockey (Harvey , Van Raalte, & Brewer , 2002; Hatzigeorgiadis & Biddle, 2008; Van Raal te,
et a l., 1995; J. L. Van Raalt e & Brewer, 1994; Wrisberg & Anshel, 1997). Dependi ng on the
dimension in which self-talk is used, it can have a profound effec t in facilitating or de bilitating
performance subject to partic ular antecede nts.
There are two important antecede nts linked to the effec tiveness of self-ta lk. First.practice
is requ ired for self-talk to be effe ctive and second, athletes shouId create their own sel f-ta lk
statements (Theodorakis, et al., 2000). Theodorakis, et al., (2000) suggested that athletes should
become familiar and comfortable with their personalized self-statements before the e ffects are
measured. In some studies, research ers have assigned specific positi ve and negative self-talk
statements with the intention to control the content of the partieipant ' s self-talk statements
(Dagrou, Ga uvin, & Halliwell, 1992; Landin & Hebert , 1999; Perko s, Thcod orakis, & Chroni,
2002; Theodoraki s, et al., 2000; Van Raalte, et al., 1995). However , these studies may have
overlooked that each participant may perceive the same self-talk statements differentl y. In fact,
Rushall , Ilall , Roux, Sassevi lle, & Rushall ( 1988) posited that during practic e and co mpeti tion,
athletes are mo re likely to generate their own self-talk statements. In their study, which was
perfo rmed on eli te cross-cou ntry skiers, they let the skiers create theirownposit ive self-talk
statements. As a result, the skiers' improve d their best performa nce times by 3%. Th e improved
performanc e was attributed to a higher heart rate, compared to a matched co ntro l skie r group.
However, there is still a lack of research investigating the co rreiation between heart rate and self-
Athletes use self-talk statements for motivational and instructional purposes (Hardy. Hall ,
& Alexande r, 200 1). Instructional self-talk is used fori mproving performance in spo rts which
requi re accuracy, fine motor movement , skill and timing (Hatzigeorgiad is, Theodoraki s, &
Zourbanos , 2004; Rusha ll, et al., 1988; Theodorakis , Chron i, Laparidis , Bebctsos, & Douma,
200 1;Theodora kis,etal.,2000),whereasmotivationalscif-talkhas improved perfo rmance s for
spo rts which require gross motor skills (Chroni & Kourte sopo ulou, 2002; Hatzigeorgiadis, et a l.,
2004 ;Theodorakis,et al.,2000).
Allhough the use of self-talk can be faeilitative, the physiological or psychological
mechanism(s) ofh ow sclf-talk enhances athlete' spcrformancei sunclear. For insta nce,
Theodorakis, eta l.,(2 000) found that motivationalse lf-talk enhanceds trength performance but
the effect of the self-talk remains uncert ain . For instance, did scif-talk change the athlete 's
aro usal (physiological) or confidence (psychologica l) levels, or a combin ation of both? The y
suggested that future research should investigate the link between self-talk and enhanced
per forman ce. Rushall , etal., (1988) found that performance and heart rate sign ificantly increased
when the athletes used positive self-ta lk,compared to the control (i.e. no pos itive self-talk)
amo ngst cro ss-co untry sk iers. Unfortunately, no psychometric tools were used to measu re the
athletes' perceptio n of effort or exe rtion to validate these findings. One psychometric too l that
may have been useful in val idating these findings wou ld bcthe Borg' s Rating of Perceived
Exertion (RPE) scale.
Borg' s Rat ing of Perceived Exert ion (RPE) is a wide ly used instrument that is used to
measu re perceived exe rtion during exercise (Bolgar, Baker, Goss, Nag le, & Robertson , 2010 ;
Borg, 1973, 1982, 1998; Chen, Fan, & Moe, 2002; Pand ol f, 1978). Noble & Robertson (1996)
found that the RP E sca le corre lates well with a varietyof phys iological measures such as: heart
rate, venti latory drive and creatine. In a meta ana lysis by Ch en, et al., (2002), theresearchers
stated that the most co mmon crite rion physiological measure s used in researchonratings of
perceived exe rtio n are: heartrate,hl ood lactate co nce ntration and variousmeasur es o f oxygen
uptake (% V0 2m ax, V0 2, ventilation, respir ation rate) . Perceived exe rtion sco res have also
bee n found to be intlu enced by cha nge s occ urring in the centra l ne rvous sys tem du ring
prolon ged endu rance exercise (Swart, et al., 2009).l'erception of exertion can also be in tluenced
by psychological variables such as the prese nce ofa competitor( Wilmore , 1968 ), exerei se scl f-
efficac y (Rudolph & McAu ley, 1996) and mo neta ry reward (Cab anac , 1986). A thoro ugh
literatur e review found no published studies that had invest iga ted the eff ect of RI'E when the
partic ipant s use any kind o f self-talk (positive or negat ive) while per form ing an exercise task.
The purpo se of thi s study was to determin e whether self-talk would affect the
part icipants' heart rate and the percep tion of exert ion during a stea dy-s tat e one-hour runn ing test
(70% of the athlete' s VOz max). Spe ci fically, the objecti ves of the study we re (a) to invest igate
whether negativ e or pos itive se lf-ta lk would modify the athlete ' s percepti on of exe rtion and (b)
to determine if the type of self-ta lk (pos itive or negati ve) would affect the athlete 's physiolo gical
respon se to exe rcise stress . It washYPolhesizedthat lhe parti cipan ts intheposilivc scl f-talk
gro up would have a lower level percept ion of exe rtion and heart rate values compa red to the
negativ e and contro l groups .
4.3 Methods
Subjects
Twenty-nine (N = 29) male participants who were affiliated with a local running group
comp leted this study. Experienced male runners were also recruited through Newfoundland and
Labrador Running News, which is an electronic email that provides running & cross train ing
news and resources for Newfoundland and Labrador. A message was also posted on the website
of each running group asking for volunteers to participate in the study. The participants ages
ranged from 18t 0 55 (37.9, ± 11.71). Training frequencies per week ranged from 3 t0 7
(4.8, ± 1.1 1). The participant s training status are displayed in Table I. Participant s were
verba lly informed of the procedures, and if willing to participate, read and signed a consent form
prior to participation . The study was approved by the Memorial University of Newfoundland
Human Investigation Committee.
Ind ependent Va riables
There were two sets of independent variables; group and self-talk scores. Participants
were randomly assig ned to three groups: I) the Positive Self-talk group who recited their own
positive sel f-talk statements during their run, 2) the Negative Self-talk group who recited their
own negative self-talk statements during their run, and 3) the Control/Neutral grollp who did not
engage in any self-talk during their run. The independent variable of self-talk scores was
obtained from administering the Self-Talk Questionnaire (S-TQ) (Zervas, Stavrou, &
Psychountaki. 2007) to each participant. The questionnaire consistsofclevenite ms which
measure motivat ional (n=7) and instructional (n=4) functionsofself-t alk on a 5-pointLikert- type
format. Motivational self- talk is a typc of self-talk which facilitates performance by usingc ue
word s which hclp increase confidene e, effort , and ener gy expenditure (Theodora kis, et al., 2000).
Inslru clionlll se!f-llllk isatypeof self-talkwhichfaci litatespe rformance by usingcuc word s
whic h guide the athlete in perfor ming a technique or correct ing attentiona lfo cus(Theodorakiset
al., 2000). The Cronbaehalphas(intemaleonsistenc y) for motivational and
instruc tional/cogniti ve scl f-talkwere stron g;thcywcrcO.91 and O.84 respcctively. The
Cronbach's alpha for the total S-TQ was 0.92 (Zervas, et aI., 2007).
Dependent Va r ia bles
There were two dependent variables; perceived exertion score and heart rate. The
dependen t variables were co llected while the part icipant s per formed a steady-state 70% V02
max test for one hour. Perceived exerlion score was measured using Borg' s Ratin g of Perceived
Exertion Scale. The point s on the sca le range from 6-20 (no exertion-max imal exert ion) (Noble
& Robert son , 1996). Borg' s Ratin g of Perceived Exertion (RPE) is a widely-used instrument
which measur es perceived exe rtion durin g exerc ise (Bolgar, Baker, Goss, Nag le, & Robert son,
20 10; Borg, 1973, 1982; Chen, Fan, & Moe, 2002; Pandolf, 1978). Borg' s RPE scale has been
validated against heart rate and has yielded a correlation of 0.85 (Chen,e t al., 2002).l/ellrlrllle
was measured bya Poiaris S810i heart rate mon itor attac hed to the part ieipanttomeasure heart
beats per minut e throu ghout the 70% V02 max test run.
Experiment Design
The participant s completed the experiment al protocol in seven sessions over a maximum
of fourteen days.
During session one, all participant s were introduced to the laboratory and completed the
consent form, Par-Q, and Self-Talk Questionnaire (See Appendix I). The participant s were then
randoml y assigned to the positive, negative, or control group.
During sess ion two, the participants completed an incremental runningte st on the
treadmill (Trackrnaster, modified model TMX 55, JAS Fitness Systems, Newton, KS) to
determine their maximal oxygen uptake, maximum aerohie speed (MAS), and maximal heart
rate. Care was taken to accurately determin e the MAS. In the post-runnin g test ana lysis, the
velocity at the final stage was calculated as follows: First, the 2-min stages were divided into
four quarte rs corresponding to 0.25,0.50, 0.75, and I km ·h ou( J.Secondly,th eV0 2peak was
determined as the highest thirty-second average during the runningt est and thirdly, the time
corresponding to this value was matched with the correspondin g quarterofthe 2-min stage. For
instance, a runner who reached V0 2peak at100-sec into the 17km ' hou(J, aO.75 km : hou( J
was added to the actual velocity, that is, his MAS was 17.75 km : hou( J(Leger & Boucher,
1980). From this test, the 70% MAS was calculated.
During sess ion three, the participants randomly ass igned to the positive and negative
self-talk groups received a mental training session on self-talk delivered by the investigator. At
thc end of the forty-minute session, the participants completed The Self-Ta lk Creation Form
(STCF). a fonn that was created by the primary researcher (See Appendix 2). The participant s
were asked to create their own self-talk statements in the STCF which fit into three categorie s:
slight lyeneouraging self-talk(level l),moderatelye ncouraging self-talk(leveI 2)an d highly
encouraging self-talk (leve l 3). Tocreate the "s lightlye ncouragingse lf-talk",participantswe re
asked to write statements that would give them a slight boost at the startofarace. To create the
moderate ly encouraging self-talk boost" the participa nts were askedt o write statementst hey
would use hal fway through a race, when they were feeling moderately exhausted. To create
"highly encoura ging sel f-talk" the participant s were asked to write down statements they would
use near the end of the race to summon all of their remainin g energy. The participants then
repeated this process by creating negative self-talk statements in three parallel categories: i)
slightly negativeself-talk, ii) moderately negativeself-talk and iii) highly discoura ging self-talk
During sess ions four and five participant s were asked to run on their 0 wn outdoorsfor
one hour at 70% MAS monitored by a GPS-enabled sports watch (Model Forerunner 205/305,
Gannin Ltd, Kansas City, TX) and pract ice using their positive self-talk statements. The purpose
of this run was to ensure that participants in the positive self-talk group became familiar with
Session six was a rest day and during the seventh session, the part icipants attendedthe
laboratory to complete a Steady-State 70% V0 2 max run.
Prior to each treadmill running test ( V0 2 max and 70% V0 2 MAS), the participants were
asked if they were taking any prescribed medication, were not feeling well , or if they were
injured. If they answered yes to any of these questions. their runnin g test was rcsehedul ed . The
part icipant s were instructed to follow the CSEP (Canadian Society of Exercise Physiology)
guidelines prior to both runn ing tests. The particip ants' blood pressure was also checked. If
their blood pressure was above 140/90 . then the participants weredismi ssedfromthe study .
After each runnin g test. the participant s were allowed to cool down at a comfortable pace until
the heart rate displayed heart rate indicated a readin g of 100 beats per minut e or lower if they
Testing Protoco\
Leger- Boucher V(l] max Test Protocol
The participant s were given a ten-minute warm -up on the treadmill at their own jo gging
pace with a 1% grade . After the warm up. there was a five minute rest break before the test
began. It started at sevenkm " hOUr"Iand increase d by I km v hourl afte r evcry two minutc s
until the participant felt ex hausted and co uld no longer mainta in the pace (Lege r & Boucher.
1980). Afte r the test. the part icipant was give n a five minut e recovery period prior to runningat
105% MAS for as long as they could. The purpo se of this square-wave supra-max imal runn ing
test is to confirm if the participant had reached his V0 2maxduringtheincrementairunningtest
(Rossi ter. Kowalchuk . & Whipp . 2006). Ifp articipant s did reach a higher V0 2 value durin g the
verification phase , the incremental runn ing test was considered invalid .
Steady-State 70% VOl max run
Participants ran for an hour at 70% MAS. After every 5-minutes during the square-wave
running test, the partieipants were visually shown the Borg seale to rate the level of pereeived
exertion (See Appendix 3). After twenty minutes of running, theparticipants in the positive and
negative-self talk groups were cued to their personal self-created"level one" self-talk statements.
After 20 minutes had elapsed, the participant' s self-talk statements were cued every minute to
remind them to recite their self-talk statements. At the thirty-live-min ute mark, the "level two"
self-talk statements were cued to the participant in a similar fashion and at the fifty-minute mark .
The " level three" self-talk statements were similarly cued in. RPE and heart rate were examined
at threepoints toobserve the participants'values during thes tart(5 minutes), middle(35
minutes) and end (59) parts of the test. The control group listened to a documentary: "S teven
Hawking: Master of the Universe" (Johnstone, 2008), from a Sony MP3 player (model NWZ-
E436F) while they performed their run. The participants were allowed to place the MP3 player
in a posi tion they felt most comfortable, either attached to the treadmill oro n an arm strap
attached to their arm. The intent of the documentary was to serve as a distracter. Listening to
music has been shown to influence performance (Mok & Wong, 2003; Potteiger, Schroeder, & Goff,
2000; Szmedra & Bacharach, 1998). Hence, an irrelevant, monotone, documentary was used on
the premise that it would not motivate or discourage the participant. Participants were instructed
to remember as much of the documentary as they could. This was an attempt to prevent them
from using any mental training techniques and to minimize the likelihood that participants were
thinkin g performance-related thoughts.
During the laboratory test, oxygen uptake (V0 2),expira tory volume (VE), breath ing
frequency (fr) and tidal volume (VT) were continuously collected with an automated open circuit
gas analysis system using O2 and C0 2ana lyzers (Model S-3A and Anarad AR-400, Ametek,
Pittsburgh, PAl, and a pneumo-taehometer (Model S-430, VacumetricsIVacumed l.td., Ventu ra.
CAl with a 4.2L mixing chamber. Prior to testing. volume and gas ana lyzers were calibrated with
a 3 L calibration syringe and medica lly certified O2 and CO2calibration gases that were 16%02
and 4% CO2, respectfully . All calibrations were performed in the same location and in a thermal
neutral enviro nment. Ileart rate was recorded bya Polarheart ratemonitor (model S810i,
PolarElectro. Kcmpele, Findland). The data was online digitalized from an AID card to a
computer for monitoring the metabolic rate. The metabolic parameters were displayed over
thirty-second intervals and later averag ed per minute. The highest average value was considered
the V0 2 peak.
Statistical Analy sis
All statis tical analyses wcrc performed using SPSS Statistics 16 for Windows. A one-way
ANOVA (group: posit ive self-talk, negative self-talk. contro l X V0 2max values) was performed
to determine if the performance level between the groupss ignifieantly differcd. Runners'
performance levels were defined by five categories. which included times for 5K, 10K, 10 mile,
half marathon. maratho n.
A (3X5) MANOVA (group : posit ive self-talk, negative self- talk. control X Delta HR.
Delta RPE, RPE at 5-min, 35-min. 59-min) was performed to determine the effect of self-talk on
heart rate and RI'E during the square-wave running test. Delta RI'E was the difference of the
participa nts RI'E value at 59 mins and 5 mins. Delta HR was also calcu lated in this manner.
A (3X3) two-way ANOVA (group: positive self-talk, negative self-talk, contro l X
motivational self-talk score: high. medium and low) was used to investigate if the participant' s
motivational self-talk score and their group category influenced their Delta RI'E during the 70%
MAS. The participant 's motivat ional self-talk scores were ranked from highest to lowest and
div ided into sections of high (top 10). medium (middle 10). and low (bottom 9).
For the MANOVA and two-way ANOVA, if a significant main effect occurred. a
Tukey's IISD post-hoc test was performed to find where significant differencesexisted . Fora ll
ANOVAs, a value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
4.4 Results
Humogeneityof groups
The ANO VA indicated that all three groups did not significantly (F (2. 26) = 0.475. P =
.627)differi ntheirV02maxscores. With regards to the participant' s training status. the
MANOVA revealed that the groups did not significantly differ in any of the five training time
categories. The means and standard deviations of seven background questions also did not differ
between the groups Cra ble 1). Based on the training status similarities between groups. the
investigator coneluded that the partic ipants in all three groups were physiologically homogenous.
70% VOl max steady-sta te run : Heart Rat e, RI' E Delta and RI' E Int ervals
The MANOVA revea led that heart rate did not significantly differ between the three
groups during the 70% MAS, (p > 0.05). See Figure 1.1 for heart rate data . Interestingly, if the
runnersweretoc ontinuerunning,thepredictedtrendlinesindicatethat the negative self-talk
group would havercachcdtheir maxima l heart rate before the positive self-talk group (See
Figure 1.2). The mcan maximal heart rates from the athlete's v02 max test for the positive,
negative and control group wcre (182, ± 8.09), (I 78, ± 14.13), and (180, ± 8.28) beatslminutes
respectively. Jlence ,ifthe threegroupswcreinstructedt orunforanindefiniteamount of time,i t
appears that the amount of time it takes for the positive self-talk group to reach their maximal
heart rate will be significantly longer than the negative and control self-talk groups.
When the three groups were compared across three RPE intervals (5 mins, 35 mins, 59
mins), the MANOVA revealed that the groups did not significantly differ. However, there was a
significant (F (2. 26) = 6.346, p = .006) main effect of group on Delta RPE. To determine group
differe nces of RPE Delta scores, Tukey's HSD post hoc test revealed that the positive self-talk
group RPE Delta scores (1.89 ± .928) were significantly (p =.005) lower than the negative group
(4.60, ± 2.50). There was a trend (p = 0.063) for the RPE Dclta score to be lower in the
contro l/neutral group comparedtothen egative self-talkgroupandthere was no significant (p =
0.482) difference between neutral and positive groups RPE Delta values (Figure 2.1). Table 2
displays the RPE values between the three groups. Simi lar to the pallem of heart rate, if the
runners were to continue running for an indefinite period, the predictedtrendlin es indicateth at
the negative self-talk group will perceive themselves to be maximally exerted much sooner than
the positive self-talk group (Figure 2.2).
There was no significant relationship between the Delta RPE values and the partic ipants
4.5 Discussion
The present study was exploratory in nature as a review of literature did not reveal any
studies which investigated the effects of self-talk on RPE. The results showed that Delta RPE
valuesofthepositive self-talk groupwere signifieantl y lowerthan the Delta RPE values of the
negative sclf-ta lk groupb uttheheartratevalues didno tsignifieantly differ across the group s.
This indicates that although physiologically. the self-talk groupsdidnot significantl ydiffer
(heart rate values). the negative se lf-talk group perceived thcmselves to be more physiologically
exe rted. Hence, the participants' rate of percept ions differed.
With regards to heart rate, the results did not show that positive self-talk helped lower the
athlete's heart rate and that interestingly, the heart rates were numerically higher but not
significantly higher than the negative group. These findingsa resimilar to the resultsofa
previous study. Rushall,et al. , (1988),wh o examinedth e cffccts of self-talk on heart rate during
performance found that skiers who used positive self-talk had signifieantly higher hcartra tcs
than the contro l group . Though the heart rate patterns arc similar in the two studies, the contexts
arc different and thus the implications of the results are also different, First, the positives elf-talk
improvedthe skiers'performancewhichc onsequentlyr esulted in an inercase ofh eart rate. In
the present study, since the treadmill speed was fixed, the athletesdid not have the opportunity to
useth emotivationalboosttoin ereasetheir speedwhentheyheard the self-talk statements.
Second, if the participants in theprcsent study run for their maximum duration, the heart rate
displays difTercnt pattems(trend lines discussedin the next paragraph). The efTeets of the
laboratory setting and autonomy of the participants are further discussed. However, it is first
important to address the predicted trends ofRI' E and heart rate values.
When examining Figure 2.2, the trend lines predict that approximatelya fter 135 minutes
of running, the negative group would reach maximal exertion and the neutralgro upwould
approach their maximal exertion beforc the positivegroup. With regards to each group reaeh ing
theirmaximalheartrate (Figurel.2),thetrcndlinespredictthatthe positive group would reach
their maximal heart rate at 135 minutes followed by the negative and neutral groups. Although
the trend lines predict that the positive self-talk group would be the first to reach their maximal
heart rate, this is based upon the assumption that all of the runners will be rnaintaining the same
pace throughout the entire raee. Though the negative group will reach their maximal heart rate
after the positive group, they will perceive themselves to be maximally exerted first. lt is likely
that this percept ion will influence them to believe that they have reached their maximal heart rate
before the positive self-talk group and thus quit sooner. It would be interesting to investigate
how RI'E seoreswouldafTeet the paeeofa runner duringa realra ee.
As mentioned previously, the setting of the laboratory is important to address as it may
have influenced the results. Ovcrull.jhe laboratory setting eould be referred to as a "ca tch 22".
Since the runners were accustomed to training outdoors at their own spced,running at a constant
speed on the treadmill while attached to the breathing apparatus produced an unnaturalrunning
condilion.Co nversely,t his sen ingprovi dedacouplcof strcnglhs to the study. First.j he
laboralory environment provided a controlled environment for all of the runners ensuring that
theyconsistcntly ran at the samc elevation and speed with no wind resistance. Second, Chen, ct
al., (2002) suggested that the highest correlat ions between RPEa ndh eartrat c occurwhenlh e
lask is"unusual"toth ep articipanls. Running at a cons tant speed in the laboratory setting (as
performed in the present study) could be dccmed run usual't to the participantsas they
customarily train in a field setting. Given Chen 's posit, and the unusual task, it could have been
surmised that no significant differe nce would have occurrcd. However. jhc effccts of positive
and negative self-talk were strong enough to significantly weaken the corre lation (heart rate and
RPE) and cause significant di fference in Delta RPE scores between the groups. This finding
suggests that self-talk can be a mediating variable which can influence the results between the
The unnatural laboratory setting could also explain the insignificant difference of heart
rate betwee n the three groups . Running outdoors provides a novelty of stimulus such as change
in wind, running speed, running path, and most importantly the change int he surrounding
environment. Out of these variables, the ability 10 alter speed and direc tion I'rovides a sense of
autonomy. lien ee, the selling may have psychologically restricled the partieipants andproduced
a masking elTect. Since it would be difficult 10 maintain the validity of the study when lesting
outdoors, future research can provide novelty to the runners in the laboratory to simulate their
natural training environment. For instance, the treadmill can altcri n speed and incline, a rotati ng
fan can be used in inlervals,a nd a large screen can bc placcd front of the participants, which
wou ld disp lay a video of someo ne runnin g outdoo rs from a first perso n perspec tive. The level of
incline and speed can be calculated to ensure that all participants will produce the same
propo rtion of work during the test.
Since motivational self-ta lk has been corre lated with improvements in sports which
requ ire gross motor move ment (Chroni & Kourtesopo ulou, 2002 ; Hatzigcorgiadis, et al., 2004;
Theodo rakis, et al., 2000), it was determined the part icipants with higher sco res on motivational
self-talk would find the 70% MAS test easier to per form . Contrary to previous research, the
prese nt study found that the partici pants' sco res on motivationalse lf-ta lkdi d notcorrclatewith
the ir RI'Evalues. This is likely bcca uscthe participant's scores on the S-TQ reflect their self-
talk scores prior to the partici pation of the study. In the study, the part icipants crcated self-talk
statements, practiced two runs, and per formed the 70% MAS using only motivational self-talk.
Hence, their previous self-ta lk views were likely influ enced as the study progressed . Their
motivat ional self-talk sco re may not represent their self -talk perspective by the time they were
performi ng the 70% MAS . A post administration of the S-TQ, afte r the 70% MAS would likely
reveal sco res that reflected their self- talk durin g the 70% MAS .
The present study attempted to build upon past researeh and inco rporate improvements to
methodology. Firstly. from co mpa ring studies betwee n assig ned and self-c reated self-talk
state ments . the literature suggested reasons to use the latter method rather than the forme r. In
this regard, participants crcated their own self-ta lk sta tements. Seco ndly.jhe co ntrol stimu lus of
the docum entary serve d as a distractcr as opposed to advis ing the part icipantst o not think of
anything while runnin g. The participants were told that they would perform a memory recall test
after the run hopcf ullyensuri ngt hat the participants listened to the documentary . Tho ugh the
documentary use was explora tory in nature, this method may have eont ributedtoathletes
refraining from using any mental tra ining techni ques. Th is may be an improvement to the
methodology rather than j ust instruet ingt he participants to perform vnorma lly't as in Rushall et
al ., ( 1988).
Althou gh the present study found that self-talk weakened the correlation between heart
rate and RPE scores, future researc h should investigate if there were any changes in other
physiological variables, such as co rtiso l conce ntrat ion. It would also be interest ing to exa mine
the effects on female runners; however, Chen et al., (2002) foundthatt he mean validity
coefficient between rating ofpcrceived exertion and V02 in males is muc h higher than that in
fema les. Th isexpcrimentcoulda lsobe repeatcdwithinexpcriencedrunncrs. Since
inexperienced runners are less likely to be familiar with mentaI trainin gtcchniq ues, it would be
interestingtoinvestigateif posi tiveself-talkstatementswould haveagreatereffecto n their RPE
scores compared to the experienced runners in the present study . Theeffectsof self-talkonRPE
can also be investigated in other endurance sports such as rowing and cycli ng.
Altho ugh thcseftndingsareonlygenera lizab le to malcru nners, sincethe useofpositive-
sel f talk lowered thc athlete ' s percept ion of excrt ion, itm aybe concluded that male runncrswi ll
be ab le to run at higher intensities or endure longer running du rations. Thi s ftnding supports and
extends the evidence which suggest that posit ive self-talk enhancesperformance. Positive self -
talk cou ld rcsu lt in improved time s and performa nces for male runners and could have a
profo und effec t in deve loping or adapting CUITcnt tra ining methods. Astute coac hes and
ed ucators may opt to forma lly schcdule and deliver positive self-talk tra ining asthe scicntiftc
evidence prov ides a strong incenti vcand rationale .
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4.7 Tables and Figures
TABLE 1
Training Stat us Variables of the Three Group s
Participant Training Status
Negative
5K 18.1±1.75 18.6 ±1.41
10K 33.1±13.5740.7±7.20
10 mile 79.1t22.50 68.6±7.4O
Hal f marat hon 94.4±20.82 106.7±23.48
Marat hon 190.9 ±44.09 201.8 ± 39.16
Numberof years t rain ing 6.8±4.97 7.9 t9.86
ntrain ingt imes / wee k 4.8 t 1.41 4.7t1.11
n lnt erval t rain ing sessions o f 70%V02max 2.7±1.12 3.1 t1.45
Longest sing le dist ance run w it hin one wee k? 35.1 ±8.51 34.3 ± 15.31
Longest tota l d istance ran in one w eek? 90.7 ±35. 75 78.7 ± 35.44
How many hours per week do you r run? 5.7±2.50 4.7t1.72
Doyoucons ideryoursel fcompetat ive? 0.8±'44 0.9tO.32















Table 1 displays t he mean and standard deviat ions of th e Parti cipant 's Training Statu s values across th e
thr ee groups. Pos.=P osit ive self -talk group , Neg. = Negativ e seIf-talk group, Neu. =N eutr alj control
gro up.
RPEValues of the Three Group s
Group 3Sm inutes Sgm inutes
Posit ive 11.89 ± 0.78 13.22±1.2413.56±1.24 1.67 t 1.32
Negati ve 10.7 ± 1.83 13.6±2.58 15.3 ± 2.58 4.6±2.50
Neutral 10.7 ± 1.7 12.7±2.12 13.5±2.12 2.8± 1.14
Table 2 displays th e meanand standard deviati ons ofthep articipa nt s RPEscores across thr ee inte rvals
of th e 70% MAS (5 min s, 35 min s, 59 mins) and th e Delta RPE.
Heart Rate Values of the thr ee Group s
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Figure 2.1. Heart rate values of th e th ree grou ps across thr ee RPEint ervals durin g th e 70% MAS tesl.
FIGURE 1.2
Predicted Heart Rate Values of th e thr ee Group s
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Figure 1.2. Based on t he HRv alues recorded duri ng the 70% M AStest, predicted tr end lines were
ext rapolated to dete rmine the t ime it woul d take fo r the runn ers to reach their maximum HR.
RPEValue s of the three Groups
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Figure 2.1. RPEscores of th e t hree gro ups across thr ee RPE int erv als durin g th e 70% MA S test.
FIGURE 2.2
Predicted RPEValues of the thr ee
Group s
Figure 2.2. Based on th e RPEvalues report ed durin g the 70% MAS test, predicted tr end lines were
extrapolated to determin e th e tim e it would take for th e runners to reach th eir maximum perceived
ratin gs of exert ion.
4.8 Appendix
APPENDIX 1
SELF-TAL K QUEST IONNA IRE (S-T Q)
IlIK ECT IONS: Below are some statements that describe athletes' self- talk during an important competition. Please read
each one caref ully and indicate ho",' oflen you have used self-talk. Your answers will be treated as absolutely confidential.
Rarely Some Often Always
times
I ta lk to myself in order to bc able to concentrate more
rully onth e cornpetit ion .
3. It alk tom ysel ft o givedi rections .... .
4. I talk to myself to enhance my self-confidence ....
5 I talk to myself to motivate myself. .. . ..
6. I talk to myself to increase rny efTort •.•• . . .
7. I talk to mysclf to encourage myself.. .. ..
8. I talk to mysel f to strengthen a positive thought.. .
9. I talk to myself to stop negative thinking... .
10 I talk 10 myself in order to help myself 10 relax .
I I. I ta lk 10 myself to correc t my mistakes.. . .
Appe ndix 2
Self-Talk Creation Form
l'o sitiv e Self-Talk Stat ement s:
List one or two self-talk statement in each slot based on the instructions prov ided.
Statement One: Positive self-statement(s) that would give you a little boost during running.
~------------------
Statement Two: Positive self- statement(s) that will give you a bigger boost or help maintain your
pcrformanee under moderate stress while running.
~------------------
Statement Three: Very positive and strong self-talk statement(s) that will help maintain or push you to
your peak pcrformanee when fatigued while running.
~------------------
Negative Self-Talk Statements:
Statement One: Negative statement(s) that would make you want to slow down a little.
~------------------
Sta tement Two: Negative statement(s) which would cause you to decrease your speed and make you
bceome aware of how tired you are.
~------------------




Borg's Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) Scale
_=..14!#1,.
6 No exertion at all
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